On Friday, October 16th, 2020, The Haunt Rater made the 9-hour travel to Fright Kingdom in
Nashua, New Hampshire. This place has been on our bucket list of “Must See Haunts” for the last
12 years and we can honestly say that it was well worth it. Upon arrival, you can feel the fear in
the air. The scene has been set from beginning until the end. This place is intense, even during
the times of a pandemic, Fright Kingdom has proven that “scaring thy neighbor” is a very possible
task that they take seriously.
We had the opportunity to visit Apocalypse Z. Just
when you think you have all the tools you need for
survival, you come to realize that you are left high and
dry and with nothing but your wits to save you. Can
you truly remain brave in such a terrifying
environment? This is the question that only you can
answer but trust us when we say, you will be tested, and your bravery tried. This is your chance
to prove just how tough you are. Are you strong enough to survive the Apocalypse?
If you want to experience true horror, then enter Bloodmare Manor!
You might think you are brave, but it will come to be seen just how
quickly the fear will set in. You will meet the craziest number of
ghosts and ghouls who are awaiting your soul. If you are not careful,
your soul may become theirs for the taking. Continue on and watch
your step as you never know which one will be your very last!

Here is where you will find yourself fending off
your worst nightmare come true. You will be
abandoned and left to find your way out of such a
horrifying place, a place where not even your
screams can be heard by the outside world. You
are just another head to place on their wall of
victims. Do you dare to make your way through and test your ability to survive such horror? Only
time will tell. Test your fate and don’t be late!
Psycho Circus is just downplaying how psychotic
these clowns truly are. They are not your
ordinary, run of the mill clowns. They are truly
terrifying, and their tricks will be your last treat.
Stay and play for a while. They won’t hurt
you…much! You will be lucky to come out with
most limbs intact. We wish you the best of luck
as you traverse these creatures who wish to make
you a permanent part of their horrifying show.
They lurk around every corner, in every dark
spot and every crevice known to man. You should count yourself lucky and fortunate, should you
escape their grasp. Run if you must but hide you cannot!
Don’t miss out on this must-see attraction for 2020! Also, Fright Kingdom did an amazing job on
properly instituting social distancing, enhancing the haunting experience for their patrons. They even
made someone behind us, pee themselves. Think this place is not scary? THINK AGAIN! Shout out to
Tim Dunn, an amazing owner and John and Gary, two awesome security staff members!

